STAT MINOR OVERRIDE INFORMATION:

For 50000 level required minor course overrides: Students should have a C- or better in MGMT 30500/IE 33000 if the pre-req is STAT 35000 and a C- or better in STAT 22500/IE 23000 if the pre-req is STAT 41600. The student must also have the minor officially listed in BANNER.

If a student meets those criteria, the advisor or the student can e-mail any of the STAT advisors for an override.

Stacey Dunderman .sdunderm@purdue.edu
Sue Young  young12@purdue.edu
Prudie Miller  prudie@purdue.edu
Molly Gilbert  mollyg@purdue.edu
Melissa Law-Penrose  mlawpenr@purdue.edu

For STAT 22500 overrides: Contact the course coordinator for STAT 22500 - Ce-Ce Furtner: cfurtner@purdue.edu

For other STAT overrides: If you are not pursuing a STAT minor, please see the instructor of the course for overrides other than CLOSED section overrides. For CLOSED sections overrides, students must wait until classes start and then see the Head of the Department of Statistics for a possible override.